Congratulations to Dr. Sherri Tenpenny, on announcing an exciting new venture,
The Utusan Foundation. Even though she will no longer be involved with The
Christian Revolution, TCR is honored to help kickoff this much needed venture
with a $95,000 grant to help launch this NEW form of healthcare.
God Bless you Dr. Tenpenny! Please read her full letter below:
Dear Valued Supporter,
The Christian Revolution.net (TCR) had a tremendous first quarter. Through the generous donations of
thousands of supporters, we have been able to award hundreds of thousands of dollars in grants to
deserving warriors. The largest award – more than $200,000 - was granted to Attorney Tom Renz of
Ohio, who fights the deep state every day. There will soon be a page on the TCR website, listing each of
the worthy grant recipients.
After speaking to many large audiences across the country over the last six months – both in person and
through media - it is clear that a primary concern on the minds of Americans is the state of our broken
healthcare system, specifically, 1) the lack of aggressive and appropriate care for those who are acutely
ill and 2) the mistreatment of patients who are hospitalized. It has also become obvious that the largest,
and most important impact I can make is to strategically focus my efforts into creating solutions to these
problems.
The three founders came together at the end of our first 90 days to discuss and evaluate the best use of
our time and talents going forward. After several detailed discussions and many hours of prayer, it is
with great excitement I am announcing my next step in the fight for health freedom:
 I am putting together a team to launch a NEW form of healthcare.
 The model being developed has a broad reach for the entire country.
 To secure the funding for this project, I have established a public, non-profit organization
(501c3) called The Utusan Foundation, using a Malaysian word that means “emissary.” The
Foundation’s stated purpose is “to provide education, advocacy and assistance for those who
have been injured by the medical system.” The website will be launched soon along with a
mechanism for receiving donations and to keep you apprised of our progress.

Because the need is urgent and the project is expansive, I am resigning my position as president and
CEO of The Christian Revolution effective immediately. I am transferring all ownership interested into
the capable hands of co-founders, Coach Dave Daubenmire, and “Ohio Brett” Bohl. The Christian
Revolution.net will continue to raise money and give grants to those who are fighting for good according
to its message on the website.
I will be forever grateful for the time spent with Dave and Brett, fighting the good fight together. Since
many of you donated to support a new healthcare paradigm, approximately one-third of the funds
raised have been donated by TCR to The Utusan Foundation to support its go-forward plan.
Once again, thank you for your generous contributions to The Christian Revolution. My hope is that you
will continue to follow and support the work of our respective missions. May God richly bless you,
through this holiday season and beyond.
With sincere gratitude,
___________________
Dr. Sherri Tenpenny

